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APSTEACT
Libraries have long furctioned as institutions which

exertEd wide-ranoing cultural-social activity as determined by the
economic and cultural needs of society. Tibrarianshi3 as an
educational factor has become increasingly important during the past
half century with respect to its auantitative arowth and its quality
world-wide. Although the school system will always occupy the Primary
role in erudition and education, knowledge and cognition must also he
acquired through the individual efforts of the runil or student.
Libraries are the (neatest and most approachable source for
acquiring, creating an conserving information but many public
libraries have been ta< In develovina services adequate for the
requirements cf society. The furthelinq of the effectiveness and the
educational and eruditiotal endeavors of libraries and auamentaticn
of their social imnortance require the creation of a specific
podalogical discipline. In Slovakia, tsar, term "biblio-naologoeics"
covers that discipline whose sphere covers scientific rosearch and
theoretical interest beyond that of work with the rearer in the
library, handling hooks and the like. Its development is one of the
principal conditions for development of the public library as AP
educational factor. (AI)
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The library as factor in erudition

Libraries are among the most ancient institutions.

Their task is, to inform and to exert a wide ranging cultural-social

aotivity.' Their Doming into being, theit institutional and funotional

development were determined by the economic and cultural needs of

sooiety. The ever increasing trend of these needs and the paralelly

000urring saturation with material and spiritual values were exerting

their influenoe not only on the internal organisetory build-up and

struoture of the libraries but also on their relationship to the events

going on in sooiety and on the relationship of these events to the

libraries.' It was partioularly the qualitative level of the relations

of society to the libraries that influenced their developlont and thm

also the level of their engagemsnt in the development of social

processes.'

The libraries are rightly said to be centres of erudi-

tion where the printed word is gethered,expertly prooessed,conberved

end made'approaohable to interested people. The libraries always were

end remained to be basioel soientifio-informative oentres even 0

in our time there are besides them olosely specialized modern and

preferred oentres of information equiped with the most modern teohnique

whiohohowever, inoreasingly penetretes into the informative centres

of the classical type - into all libraiies.'

Informative aotivity always constituted the baeioal

component of library activity though in any instances a component

inoreasingly lagging behind the needs of soientifio end teohnioal

researoh.In this leggin{; behind are to be soul ht the roots of oausee
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for which in this period of "information explosion" we can

frequently see that the historical organic continuity of the

information system is negated.' This is,of course, an unjustified

view even if reference is made to the multi-funotionality of

the libraries they actually had and still have: Among the functions

of libraries is their oultural-eruditional function also in

the informative sense of the word.

The genesis of the erudiGional and educational function

of Libraries cannot be sought for solely in the 18th century,

in the "century of enlightenment and reasonnwhea the foroe and

the posaibili ties of education were overrated and when education

unjustly was ele7ated into the rank of.a decisive raptor in

the elimination of social defidenoies and differenees; No doubt,

it was a progresoive steps orwapd that the tremendous sooisl foroe

of erudition and education had been oognized and emphasized,

on the other hand,however,it was a mistake not to see et the ease

time also the evident dependenve of education on the real eoonomio

possibilities of sooiety; Besides that, the ideological tendenoies

of thu 18th oentury,marked by rationalism, markedly influenced and

aooelerated also the development of the educational function of

the libraries; Beginning with that period the libraries were in.

oreasingly integrating themselves into the prooesses of pedegogios,

thus increasingly participating in the erudition and education of

wider layers of sooiety; And beginning with this .period libraries

are considered to be factors of erudition and education in ,cioie0c

Subsequently their eduoational and eruditionel function has beei

growing peratelly with the growth of the needs in eoonomio and

cultural life and of the needs of damooratization of social lift

whose development was particularly intensified by the revolutiOiNY

tendencies and processes in the 19th century and early in the .6th
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century,mainly by the Great Socialistic October Revolution.itlwas
V.I.Lenin who played an important role in laying down the ideological

foundations of socialistic librarianship as a factor in education;
aotually no other steteman did so much in the care forlibraries.
The theoretical conclusions of Lenin concerning librarianship as
educational factor are of bast cal importanoe:

In the course of the past half century the importance

of librarianship as an educationul factor was becoming increasingly

evident both with respect to its quantitative growth and to its
quality all over the world. Life of the libraries was gaining in
dynamism and the work of the librarian became ever more exigent

both with respect to tla3a expert caraoter end the quality of his work.
The educational and eruditional function of libraries was p
increased care; nevertheless,it must be admitted that :he c:ro ,;iven

to them has not been adequate to social. necessities; The development

of the eruditional and educational function of libraries was not
sufficiently intensive; libraries were not requested to intensively
apply the existing paedagogioal oognitions, neither were they
emphatically requested to deal scientifically with puedagogicul

psychological probleras occurring in library work nor were systo:.,tio
endeavours undertaken to solve these problems on a scientific level.:
Of oourae by stating this we don't want to state that there were .;t_1.-/

any countries where library paedegogios or even library psychology

did not obtain due care. For instenoe,in the :soviet Union remarkable

results have been achieved in work with the reader: gradually acting
positively on the developed o. the educational aotivity of libraries
particularly in the countries of eastern and central Europe,and after
the victory over fasoisa to a larger extent not only in these o:mntriet.

The develop:,-Aent of paedagogioal thinking in librarienship in the :;o7ict,

as positively Lintel upon by the foot that the branch of li:.:Terit



ship became ass scientific discipline inte,cratc'd into the pbeda-

gogical system of sciences, i.e. into the nomenclature of scientific

disciplines. This fact, had an extraordinary range and importance

with respect to the development of theoretical thinking in the field

of librarianship in other countries as well.'

in the contemporary libraries as multi-functional

cultural institutions there are two reciprocally linked components

of their activity oscillating and dominating. They were developing

parallel with each other,and it is difficult or even impossible

to separate one of the other. What we have in mind are the components

of infp,rmatiou end education. This 0813 be markedly observed just in

our days when the principal concern of the libraries is not so much
most general

the fmuizmismild foundation of erudition; this is first of all ooncern

of the schools. kThat the libraries are mainly concerned with is the

complementation of those qualities of hums) personality which on

the contemporary level of development of the social progress are

timely in the respective oountry, which are necessary and unavoidable

not only from the viewpoint of the entire society but also from

the viewpoint of the human individual who needs to be purposefully

integrated into the life of society. Particularly oharocteriatical

for our present time is the scientifio-teohnical and cultural revolu-

tionary process; This progress requires human 000soiousness to be

penetrated by older but mainly newer and quite recent oognitiona and

informations,experienoes and abilities from all domeines of huuLn

activity. There are ever augmenting exigenoes with respect to the

moral quality of workers in all professions and oategories, to their

faculties not only as far as their practical knowledge is oo:oerned;

further,to their sooial activity and engagement, their creative parti-

potion in thh processes of work and in social processee.Cur present

time is inoreasingly exigent with respect to the creation and utili-
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sation of scientific gnd other oognitions; The development in
technique, rationalisation in production and work of all kinds
call for a revision of the workers' qu.alifiaetion.' There /8 quite
a number of other, not at all fictive argummts prompt*,ng us

to fore. totally new aspects at the goele,00ntents,taska,methola,
forme and means of erudition and education; they (unveil us .

to deVelop ideas on the existing systems of education of young
and adult people,to adapt these systems to the new,exigent needs
of cur present time and to create also models of new and better
systems with faotcrs enabling all the interested persons to obtain
en improved satisfaction of their needs and requirements.'AnVyway,

not one of the modern educational systems can do without a library

in its fooal point.*

It goes without saying that it is the eystela of sc!,-)col
that will occupy primary position in erudition and education.
However,it is not accidental that in tilio system, too, its
framework gradually there has been a forsiation of extraordinary,

up to now unknown types of adult education /postgradual,anper
struotural,attsstationel and others/ and that in Many eountries

an extaamiral systeg of education and erudition with various

additional subsystems has owe into being besides he re galbr

sohool system./ In any aase,hovever,libraries must be t.-;.t.n into
account, their plane being in the centre and not on thc..

Libraries ;:.s factors of erudition and education ;!..dst lie token

into account becalse or their dynwisca 6nd ti-,eir acting on a

scientific level. This requirelents. results frail the very simple
feats linked ;,ith the ::odernizetion and rationalization
of erudition sni education of oh: ldren,young (3ople v.: adults.

It results perticularly fro.; the coc:nition thet t.t Jesent no
school, no inetituti on oil Pru.lition is to build its pork



solely on t,.n 5enory system of aoquiring knowledgr: and cognition;

Urither is tab school or educational institution allowed to suppose

that its puA1: or stude!its would acquire knowledge bnd Cognition

solely by the efforts made by the respective school or institution,

without efforts individually exierted by the pupil or student.

There is no doubt about the fact that the acquisition of a quantity

of cognitions and particularly a deeper penetration in the respective

subjeot requires an intensive individual study,linking up with

a previous collective erudition. This is not something new and unknown

in paisgogical theory and praotioe;however,this is a cognition not

yet sufficiently deeply penetrated into the consciousness of the

paedegogues.And there is still an insufficient comprehension of the

fact that in connexion with the scientifio-toohnical revolution the

pedegogioal processes must be unavoidably,purposefully and rather

rationally linked with self-erudition and self-edueetion.lbrthermore,

there is no full realization of the today directly obvious require-

ment that institutional erudition of any kind is logically bound

to be continued by an intensive and permanent self-erudition which

ensues an augmented importance of the book in the paedagogioal

processes; The goal particularly of the sohool-paedagogioal pro-

cesses of our present time is not oni:, 'a teach and to instill a lot

of knowledge to their pupils or students but and this they want

to do to an even greater extent . to instruct them already during

their study at school to" to' lean bY_ thmselves in order to be

able to acquire by their own force the soientificaolitioal,

speoifioally expert and other oognitions,. to deepen their knowledge

by their own force, tp comprehend their cognitions in wider causal

relationships and to have the ability of applying Lei in praotioe.'

Already on the base of this certainly not very deeply penetrating
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look at the problem of eduoatioh we can state that there is in

our present time an increasing importance of libraries as factors

in education; Their importance is augmenting and will augment in

the future also beoause librariee aotually were end are the most

expended and the most approachable public) centres of erudition

and information endowed with optimal possibilities of acquiring,

creating and conserving informations and mediating oognitione:

The truth must be edmitted that in many public libraries

their component of infbrmation and eruditon did not yet attain

the level of soda needs; from the expert point of view there has

not bee4n a development adequate to the requirements'of sooiety.

The paedagogioal and didactical aepeots of them and around them

were and still are examined to an only relatively low measure

though in almost every country there is evident knowledge of the

effective ways and means how to make approachable the aeientifio

cognitions and informations on themiend how to adopt them

in a purposeful way. Let us suppose that soientifie workers have

this ability: But the producers of material values are less able

of .procuring and indivbdually adopt them since they were not eF.d

neither are they et present sufficiently prepared by the'school

or by some institution-outside the sohoW to be able to do a %Or't

of this kind: The obsolete idea wording to which soientifio in-

formations are to serve only creative workers in science and tech-

nique has not been overcome up to the presentdotually,however,

in our present time every vorking person is bound to represent a

deeply thinking and creative type of worker possessing qualities

adequate to the productive prtosss, eooiel life and to an ell-sided,

motels° politioel and other engagement of man. 1)eepite the feat

that in the present state of production science oonstitutes a marked

motive power,end that owing to the progress made is science and

teohnique men wee relieved of doing the heaviest work, he has not



-been relieved of his position as the principalanddeoisive faotor

in the process of produotionAbn has been enabled to interfere-

rather by his oleverness and erudition; i.e; in an inoreased

creative way wbth the proceises of production and with the social

processes; These and other facts oompell us to re-exaMinetto improve,

to make more precise or to alter the goals of eduoation and the

tasks resulting from it; we have to prooede in the same way with

regard to the contents,methods and forms of educational and eruditio-

nal work, and,deoidedly,we are bound to give the object and subjeot

in education a well-balanoed position and task parttoulerly as far

as eduoation at sohool is oonoerned: As to the erudition and eduoation

of adults, emphasis should be laid upon the individual ayproaoh;

collective erudition should have a more or less didsotioo-methodioal,

consultative and informative obaraoter; These ere the tendencies

in development; aotually,they are not only tendencies by now:

It ippeara from them unambiguously that public libraries are and

will be the main oentres in the orgenisatory foundation of an

all-sijod extra-scholar erudition and eduoation: Of dourseotheir

aotivity must always be seen in a coordinated bond with the activity

of of f factors and institutions of erudition:Any library would

be wrong by oharging itself with tashrwhioh are in contradiction

to its immediate mission consisting in an organized collection of

souroes of cognition and erudition. A library must in all oases

remain a library; it is not to be combined with activities distant

of its mission:

We oannot negatively valuate the hitherto undertaken

experiments and endeavoure of many public libraries all over the

.

world Itle are not any more standing on the periphery of their respect-

iveeducation and educational systems and which owing to their

importance deliberately steer towards the centre of these systems.`

They ore gradually gaining aoknowledgeant also from the side of



paedagogical experts who earlier were not very eager to get out

from the framework of their expert specialization ,neither did they

see and estimate the necessity and the importance of a wider inter-

disciplinary cooperation even with expert librarians theoretically

and practically oriented towards pedagogical problems of the librar

However,one is bound to objectively state that in the not distant

past paedagogioal problems of the library did not stand in the fore-

ground of atteution either of experts in librarianship or in infor-

mative. True,there were many among them trying to cooperate with

young and adult readers, and they were interested in the paedagogica

and psychological aspects of this work,however not on a wider base

of scientific researoh. And thus,phpers,studies and contributions

dealing with peedegogical themes and problems of librarianship

had and still have a predominantly practical and praotioistioal

character. Of course, in view of the :mover expanding educational

function of the library and of the increasing requirementerecoe3tcd

from the library as a factor in education this state of thing.:,

cannot give satisfaction. In faot,it does not comply with the needs

and requirements of society.'

The furthering off' the effectiv,-ness of the education

and eruditional endeavours of libraries and thus also the ougnifentat

of their social importance requires the creation and even en inter-

national constitution of a specific paedagogi9a1 discipline; in our

country,Slovakie, the nem) bibijo-naedagogics gains ground when

speaking of this new discipline, in our view a suitable and acceptab

denomination also in internatioral relation.By this denomination is

meant a specific scientific discipline whose sphere of scientific,

research and theoretical interests cannot be confined solely within

the limits of theoretical interest in the work with the reader in

the library,work with the book,care of reciprocal relations between

the reader and the book,and the like . Actually bibliopaedagogios
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includes a whole complex of educational problems of the public

librariea also with respect to the reciprocal relationship of

the libraries to other educational and eruditional institutions,

and lest but not least it includes their relationship to

information activity, to the users of scientific informations.'

Of course, it includes also the preparation of these informations

and a timely,systematio,soientifically founded solicitude for them

in the educational systems. Naturally,this preparatory work end

care cannot be conceived without paedagogioally instructed workers

in librarianship and informatics. It appears then that biblio-

paedagogios embraces a relatively very wide circle of specific

scientific interests.' Sinoe bibliopaedagogios is a special paeda-

gogios, it utilizes mainly paedagogioal but also other suitable

methods of scientific work of interdisciplinary character; By

stating all this we want to emphasize that the hitherto gained

bibliopaedagogioal cognitions doubtlessly require to be synthetized

end further bibliopaedagogioal research is to be developed on

a broad basis;

The development of bibliopaedagoe.ca is ore of the princi-

pal conditions for an intensive development of the public library

as en educational faotor.An important step forward could be made

by establishing a system of recording /filing/ of bibliopaedagogioal

literature /publioations in book-form,studies and important con-

tributions/ existing in all countries with a subsequent publication

.and propagation of their annotated lists. There is no doubt that

this would be a good service done to the development of biblio-

.paedagogiosan faotlthe development of bibliopaedagogios is one

of the basioal prerequisites for a further augmentation of the

effectiveness of the educational and eruditional work of public

libraries and thus also of their position in the life of society.


